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Introduction:

Studies on ways to improve attentiveness with
imagery signs have revealed that d y n a m i c i m a g e r y
increases a viewer’s attentiveness, and even better with
animated images [1] [2]. This project aims to create a
new effective animated imagery road sign that
overcomes the problems of the current digitally
animated imagery signs, which include distraction
caused by the brightness of the LED lights, large energy
consumption, and expensiveness [3]. The study
hypothesizes the problems to be solved if the imagery of
the road signs can be animated without any digital
display, and tests a proposed method to do this, which is
to create a Flip Animation Sign, an automatically
rotating large mechanical flip sign that is powered by a
motor and programmed with an arduino to display a
series of slides with warning sign images that subtly
change so that when flipped through, the slides create
an illusion of road sign icons moving and acting what it is
warning the driver about.

Figure 1. Examples of non-dynamic imagery compared
with dynamic imagery.

Objective:
The goal of the Flip Animation Sign Project was to
prove that it is possible to create a low cost, energyefficient, and non-distracting animated road sign without
using a digital display and LED lights to overcome the
drawbacks of the current digitally animated imagery
signs, as well as the benefits of integrating a primitive
form of animation to improve the effects of warning
signs. It was hypothesized that the Flip Animation Sign
would catch the attention of the viewer/driver more
than regular static signs and be more effective. The
outcomes were valuable in proving the importance of
dynamic stimulus in road sign imagery, and exploring
further possibilities to improve signs that play an
important part of everyday life.

Figure 2. Constructed Flip Animation
Sign.

Methodology:
● The Flip Animation Sign was constructed (Figure 2) so that
it had the same mechanism as a mechanical flip book,
except a stepper motor will make it operate
automatically, and it is made programmable and
controllable with an arduino in order to make the flip
animation stop at any specific slide. A total of 4 different
Flip Animated road were derived from 4 selected
currently existing static warning signs, shown in Figure 3.
Figure 4 shows stills of the Flip Animated steep hill
warning sign that was made.
● An online evaluation experiment of the Flip Animated
road signs containing two tasks was completed by a total
47 participants. The results pertaining to the Flip
Animated warning signs were compared to results
pertaining to regular static versions of the warning sign.
○ Task 1 collected realistic reaction time using a short
driving video simulation from a first-person (driver’s)
perspective.
○ Task 2 measured the perceived risk that the Flip
Animated road signs suggested using a series of
surveys.

Figure 3: Static images of the 4 types of signs that will be
made.

Table1. Results of the reaction times from
task 1.

Results:

The Flip Animation Sign did not have faster reaction
times and higher perceived risk than the static signs as
hypothesized. All p-values from non-related t-tests were
greater than the cut off point of 5%, meaning there was no
statistical difference between the data sets of flip
animation signs and the data sets of regular still signs.

However, there were no real indicators that said the
Flip Animated signs were distracting because the
participants all answered correctly when asked what
each flip animation sign expressed, so none of the flip
animation or designed images made the meaning of the
sign incomprehensible.

Conclusions:

Imagery road signs play an important part of road
safety and can always be improved to enhance the
viewer’s attentiveness and safety, and be enjoyable to
looking at. The Flip Animation Sign’s attractive
animation using the early motion picture device of
flipbook animation gave the viewer the moment to stop
and slow down in the fast paced world to look at it.
Although there were no statistically great benefits, the
Flip Animated road signs was shown to be fun to see,
and its function proved that art can be applied to more
functional, everyday things as well.
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